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“I do not believe one species of mud can be very different from another.” 
Filipino high school student on the differences among Filipino political parties.1  

 
 

Abstract 
 
In the eyes of many people, political parties, the hallmark of modern democratic government, 
have become the biggest obstacles to democratic consolidation and good governance in much of 
democratic Southeast Asia. The purpose of this article is to analyze some of the characteristics of 
the parties and party systems in this area of the world. I first review the role that parties and party 
systems play in developing democracies and then evaluate the party systems in Thailand, 
Indonesia, and the Philippines in light of these roles. I focus on the extent to which the party 
systems in these countries are (or are not) institutionalization and demonstrate that all three party 
systems are weakly institutionalized. 
 

____________________ 
 

In October 1973, hundreds of thousands of Thais poured onto the streets of Bangkok demanding 
that the military dictatorship step aside in favor of a democratic constitution and elected 
government. The standoff between the protestors and forces loyal to the military government 
lasted for two days. More than a hundred demonstrators were killed and a thousand more 
wounded as loyalist troops opened fire on the crowds, and for a time Bangkok teetered on the 
edge of anarchy and chaos. Finally, the military leadership, which had ruled Thailand for more 
than fourteen years, stepped aside, opening the way for a democratic constitution and free 
elections. While this particular democratic experiment was short-lived—military forces seized 
power again in 1976—the events of October 1973 signaled the end of long-lived military 
governments in Thailand. Elections returned in 1979, beginning a more gradual transition to 
democracy over the next two and a half decades.2 

                                                
 Allen Hicken studies political institutions and political economy in Southeast Asia and has worked in Thailand, the 
Philippines, and Cambodia. He is Assistant Professor in the Department of Political Science at the University of 
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1 Quoted in Loreta M. Sicat, “The ‘Fair Hope of the Fatherland,’” Philippine Journal of Public Administration 17 
(October 1973): 437. 
2 This transition has been less than smooth as the coups in 1991 and 2006 illustrate. 
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 Thirteen years after the events of October 1973, a similar democratic revolution erupted 
in the Philippines. After fourteen years of dictatorship under Ferdinand Marcos, millions of 
Filipinos jammed Epifanio de los Santos Avenue (EDSA) to protest Ferdinand Marcos’s attempt 
to steal the 1986 presidential election. For three days, the people stared down Marcos and the 
military, culminating in the end of the Marcos dictatorship and a return to democratic 
government. 
 For many years, President Suharto of Indonesia seemed impervious to the democratic 
tides that were sweeping away nondemocratic governments in much of the rest of East and 
Southeast Asia. Again and again throughout his tenure, Suharto had proven resilient to political 
and economic shocks. Initially, his position in the wake of the Asian economic crisis looked as 
secure as ever. Despite the severe economic downturn, Suharto was reappointed president in 
March 1998. A short two months later, however, he stepped down as president, on the heels of 
massive protests on the streets of Jakarta and demands from protestors, politicians, and parties 
that he step aside and allow a democratic political framework to be put in place. 
 These dramatic events demonstrated a domestic demand for democratic institutions and 
procedures that surprised some long-time observers of Thailand, Indonesia, and the Philippines. 
In the years since the return of democratic elections, support for democratic norms appears to 
have widened and deepened in all three countries (the 2006 Thai coup notwithstanding). A 2001 
survey found that over 90 percent of Thais supported democracy, with less than 7 percent 
believing that democracy was unsuitable for Thailand. 3  Eighty-three percent of Filipino 
respondents and 89 percent of Indonesian respondents feel democracy is a good way to govern 
their country—nearly the same percentage as in the United States, Canada, and Japan.4 In short, 
large majorities of actors in all three countries profess a belief in democratic norms and consider 
democratic rules and procedures to be the only legitimate way of choosing and removing 
political leaders.  
 And yet, while most are supportive of the idea of democracy, opinions about the fruits of 
democracy in Thailand, Indonesia, and the Philippines are tempered with a recognition that 
democratic government often has fallen short of hopes and expectations. A 2002 survey revealed 
that only 35 percent of Filipinos were satisfied with the way democracy worked in their country.5 
In Thailand, public dissatisfaction with the conduct of elected governments was a factor behind 
constitutional reform in 1997, and military coups in 1991 and 2006. A similar disillusionment is 
evident in Indonesia, with nearly 66 percent of respondents reporting little or no satisfaction with 
the way democracy is developing in Indonesia.6 
 One consistent theme in criticisms of the way democracy operates in Indonesia, Thailand, 
and the Philippines is the perceived shortcomings of political parties and the party system. For 
example, out of twenty-three possibilities, political parties ranked next to last in a recent Thai 
survey designed to assess the public’s trust in various institutions.7 Political parties were viewed 

                                                
3  Robert B. Albritton and Thawilwadee Bureekul, Support for Democracy in Thailand (Bangkok: King 
Prajadhipok’s Institute, 2002). 
4 WVS (World Values Survey), 2001, http://www.worldvaluessurvey.org/ (accessed October 10, 2006). 
5 SWS (Social Weather Stations), “SWS Survey: National Pride is High, But Satisfaction with Democracy Low,” 
SWS Media Release, July 4, 2002. 
6 WVS, 2001. 
7 Only NGOs scored lower. 
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as less trustworthy than the media, civil servants, and police.8 Polls in Indonesia have found that 
most respondents view parties as corrupt, out of touch, and self-seeking.9 Overall, nearly 63 
percent of Indonesians express little or no confidence in the country’s political parties.10 The 
story is similar for the Philippines, where more than half of respondents consistently express 
little or no confidence in Filipino political parties.11 Voters, the press, and politicians themselves 
have laid the blame for a variety of ills in these countries at the feet of parties and the party 
system. These ills include unstable governments, a lack of necessary policy reforms, corruption, 
and the under-provision of necessary public goods.  
 Ironically, in the eyes of many people, political parties, the hallmark of modern 
democratic government, have become the biggest obstacles to democratic consolidation and 
good governance in much of democratic Southeast Asia. The purpose of this article is to analyze 
some of the characteristics of the parties and party systems in democratic Southeast Asia. 
Specifically, I focus on party systems in Southeast Asia’s most democratic polities. While I 
recognize that political parties and party systems can and do play vital roles in semi-democracies 
such as Singapore and Malaysia or nondemocracies such as Vietnam or Suharto’s Indonesia,12 I 
choose here to concentrate on the role that political parties play in democratic consolidation and 
governance.  
 Table 1 lists recent Polity and Freedom House scores for all eleven Southeast Asian 
states. We can divide the states in the table into roughly three groups (see Case 2002).13 The first 
group consists of those polities where free and fair elections are regularly held and there are few 
formal or informal restrictions on the ability of opposition parties to compete. The second group 
consists of those polities where there are regular elections in which opposition parties are 
allowed to compete and win seats, but where the electoral playing field is tilted heavily against 
the opposition. The final group consists of those polities where elections are not allowed at all, or 
where no autonomous opposition is allowed. I focus on the party systems of the countries in the 
first group—Indonesia since the fall of Suharto, the Philippines since 1986, and Thailand from 
1979 to 2006. None of these polities is by any means an ideal, perfectly functioning, 
consolidated democracy. As the Thai and Philippine cases demonstrate, a long tradition of 
regular free and fair elections is no guarantee that democracy has become the “only game in 
town.” Nevertheless, during the period under study, all three countries were reasonably 
democratic and certainly the most democratic states in Southeast Asia.  
 
 
 
                                                
8 KPI (King Prajadhipok’s Institute), “Public Opinion Survey on the Performance of the National Assembly, 
Government, Public Independent Organizations, and Other Issues,” King Prajadhipok’s Institute, 2003, 
http://www.kpi.ac.th/RD/e_pub_open.htm (accessed March 16, 2005). 
9 LP3ES survey preceding parliamentary elections reported in Laksamana.net, “Not Who, but What the Voters 
Want,” March 18, 2004, http://www.laksamana.net.  
Transparency International, “Report on the Transparency International Global Corruption Barometer 2004,” 
http://www.transparency.org (accessed October 10, 2006). Does this go under table 1, or is it part of footnote 9—
part of this footnote.? 
10 WVS, 2001. 
11 Ibid. 
12 See Daniel Slater, "Iron Cage in an Iron Fist: Authoritarian Institutions and the Personalization of Power in 
Malaysia," Comparative Politics 36, no. 1 (October 2003): 81-101. 
13 Case labels these three groups as pure, semi, and pseudo democracies. William Case, Politics in Southeast Asia: 
Democracy or Less (Richmond: Curzon Press, 2002). 
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Table 1. Democratic Indicators for Southeast Asia 
 

 Polity2 Score 
2003 

(Scale: -10 to 10) 

Freedom House 
2005 

(Scale: 7 to 1) 
Thailand 9 

 
2  

(Free) 
Philippines 8 

 
2  

(Free) 
Indonesia 7 3  

(Partly Free) 
Malaysia 3 

 
4  

(Partly Free) 
Cambodia 2 

 
6  

(Not Free) 
Singapore -2 

 
5  

(Partly Free) 
Vietnam -7 

 
7  

(Not Free) 
Myanmar -7 

 
7  

(Not Free) 
Sources: Freedom House, Freedom in the World, 2005, http:// 
www.freedomhouse.org/ template.cfm?page=15&year=2006 (accessed October 
6, 2006), and Keith Jaggers and Ted Robert Gurr, POLITY IV: Regime Change 
and Political Authority, 1800-2003, 2006, http://www.cidcm.umd.edu/ 
inscr/polity/. 
 
Note: The polity scale runs from -10 to 10, with a higher score representing 
higher levels of democracy. The Freedom House score runs from 1 to 7 with 
lower scores representing a higher degree of political rights. 

 
 The remainder of this essay proceeds as follows. In the next section, I review the role that 
parties and party systems play in modern democracies, highlighting the crucial part political 
parties play in developing democracies. In the third section, I assess the party systems in 
Thailand, Indonesia, and the Philippines in light of these roles. My template for evaluating these 
three party systems is the concept of party system institutionalization as defined and developed 
by Scott Mainwaring and Timothy Scully.14 I examine each party system along multiple 
                                                
14 Scott P. Mainwaring, Rethinking Party Systems in the Third Wave of Democratization: The Case of Brazil 
(Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1999), and Scott Mainwaring and Timothy Scully, “Introduction,” in Building 
Democratic Institutions: Party Systems in Latin America, ed. Scott Mainwaring and Timothy Scully (Stanford: 
Stanford University Press, 1995). 
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dimensions and demonstrate that all three party systems are weakly institutionalized. In the final 
section, I speculate about the factors that contribute to a lack of institutionalization and the 
consequences of weak institutionalization for democratic consolidation and democratic 
governance. 
 
Parties, Party Systems, and Developing Democracies 
 
The question of what kind of party system emerges in new democracy is of considerable 
importance, given the staggering number of countries struggling with democratic consolidation 
in the wake of the so-called third wave of democratization. As E. E. Schattschneider argued more 
than sixty years ago, political parties are in many ways the keystone of any effort to construct a 
well-functioning democracy.15 Yet among the numerous tasks involved in the transition to and 
consolidation of democracy, the building of an effective and supportive party system has 
arguably proved the most difficult and elusive.  
 Before we can have a discussion about political parties and party systems, we must first 
define what it is we are talking about. This is a harder task than it may at first seem. What is a 
party in the context of the shifting electoral alliances we see in places such as the Philippines? 
How should we view enduring party alliances such as Barisan Nasional in Malaysia? For the 
purposes of this essay, I define a political party as any group of candidates that contests an 
election under a common party label.16 This admittedly broad definition includes both stable, 
established parties as well as more ephemeral electoral alliances. 
 A party system is an enduring pattern of intraparty organization and interparty electoral 
competition.17 This definition implies four things.18 First, parties must consist of more than a 
single individual (otherwise there is not an intraparty organization to speak of). Second, a party 
system must have at least two parties (otherwise there is no interparty competition). Third, the 
notion of a pattern implies some degree of regularity in interactions within and among parties. 
Finally, this pattern must be enduring—suggesting some continuity of inter- and intraparty 
interactions between elections. 
 The emphasis on political parties and party systems by both political scientists and 
political practitioners reflects the central role for political parties in modern democratic 
government. Why and how parties emerge as the core institutions of modern democracy is the 
subject of much discussion in the literature. One way to parse this literature is to separate it based 
on the unit of analysis—i.e., voters (citizens), candidates, or legislators. 19  Voter-focused 
approaches view political parties as the natural outgrowth of shared preferences among subsets 
of voters (social cleavages).20 A second portion of the literature emphasizes the incentives for 
candidates to join with other candidates under a common party banner. Political parties are tools 

                                                
15 Elmer E. Schattschneider, Party Government (New York: Farrar and Rinehart, 1942). 
16 Leon Epstein, Political Parties in Western Democracies (New Brunswick: Transaction Books, 1980). 
17 Pradeep K. Chhibber and Ken Kollman, The Formation of National Party Systems: Federalism and Party 
Competition in Canada, Great Britain, India, and the United States (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2004), 4. 
18 Scott Mainwaring and Mariano Torcal, “Party System Institutionalization and Party System Theory after the Third 
Wave of Democratization,” in Handbook of Political Parties, ed. Richard S. Katz and William Crotty (London: 
Sage Publications, 2006), 204-227. 
19 Chhibber and Kollman, The Formation of National Party Systems: Federalism and Party Competition in Canada, 
Great Britain, India, and the United States, 67. 
20 For example, Seymour Lipset and Stein Rokkan, eds., Party Systems and Voter Alignments: Cross-National 
Perspectives (New York: Free Press, 1967). 
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which enable candidates to overcome collective action problems related to voting and to capture 
economies of scale through coordinating with other candidates under a common party label.21 
Finally, within the legislature, parties are vehicles for solving collective action problems,22 
mechanism for protecting the party’s collective reputation and long-term interests,23 and a means 
of coordinating the behavior of legislative and executive actors.24  
 In new and developing democracies, parties do all these things and more besides. 
Political parties are often the most immediate and potent symbols of democracy to voters in new 
democracies and can either bolster support for democratic norms and institutions or undermined 
their legitimacy. Parties are also important for managing the conflict and upheaval that are an 
unavoidable part of democratic transitions and economic development. Finally, political parties 
are also key to creating viable organizational alternatives to military cliques. Without strong 
parties and an effective party system, it is more difficult to drive the military back to the barracks 
and keep them there. In short, the progress of democratic consolidation can very much hinge on 
the kind of party system that emerges in developing democracies.25  
 
Party System Institutionalization in Thailand, Indonesia, and the Philippines 
 
For all of the reasons just discussed, one of the keys to the development of stable democratic 
politics is the emergence of a stable and effective party system. A challenge for scholars 
interested in the link between parties and democratic consolidation and democratic governance is 
that political party systems are multidimensional. These dimensions include, but are not limited 
to, the extent of ideological polarization within the party system,26 the number of parties,27 the 
degree of intraparty cohesion,28 and the degree of party system nationalization.29 While not 
denying the importance of these dimensions, I focus here on the level of party system 
institutionalization. 
 The recent focus on institutionalization by certain scholars came out of observations 
about the differences between the party systems that characterized first- and second-wave 
democracies and those that were emerging in the aftermath of the so-called third wave of 
democratization. Sartori was one of the first to draw this distinction—categorizing countries as 
                                                
21 For example, John H Aldrich, Why Parties? The Origin and Transformation of Political Parties in America 
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1995), and William H. Riker and Peter C. Ordeshook, “A Theory of the 
Calculus of Voting,” American Political Science Review 62 (1968): 25-42. 
22 Aldrich, Why Parties? The Origin and Transformation of Political Parties in America. 
23 D. Roderick Kiewiet and Mathew D. McCubbins, The Logic of Delegation: Congressional Parties and the 
Appropriations Process (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1991). 
24 Chhibber and Kollman, The Formation of National Party Systems: Federalism and Party Competition in Canada, 
Great Britain, India, and the United States. 
25 Giovanni Sartori, Parties and Party Systems: A Framework for Analysis (Cambridge: Cambridge University 
Press, 1976), and Mainwaring and Scully, Building Democratic Institutions: Party Systems in Latin America. 
26 Sartori, Parties and Party Systems: A Framework for Analysis. 
27 Maurice Duverger, Political Parties: Their Organization and Activity in the Modern State (New York: Wiley, 
1954); Gary W. Cox, Making Votes Count (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1997); and Rein Taagepera 
and Matthew Soberg Shugart, Seats and Votes: The Effects and Determinants of Electoral Systems (New Haven: 
Yale University Press, 1989). 
28 Allen Hicken, Parties, Pork and Policy: Policymaking in Developing Democracies (Ph.D. Diss., University of 
California San Diego, 2002). 
29 Chhibber and Kollman, The Formation of National Party Systems: Federalism and Party Competition in Canada, 
Great Britain, India, and the United States, and id., "Party Aggregation and the Number of Parties in India and the 
United States," American Political Science Review 92 (1998): 329-342. 
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either having “consolidated” party systems, or no party “system” whatsoever.30 Building on and 
critiquing Sartori’s dichotomy, Mainwaring and Scully introduced the concept of 
institutionalization and proposed a metric for assessing the degree of party system 
institutionalization.31 I use this metric here as a way to make comparative sense of the party 
systems in Indonesia, Thailand, and the Philippines.32 These authors propose four dimensions of 
party system institutionalization: 
 

The pattern of party competition. More institutionalized party systems exhibit 
stability in the patterns of party competition. 

 
Party-society links. More institutionalized party systems have parties with strong 
roots in society and voters with strong attachments to parties. “Most voters 
identify with a party and vote for it most of the time, and some interest 
associations are closely linked to parties.”33  

 
Views of parties by major political actors. In more institutionalized party systems, 
the major political actors view parties (and elections) as a legitimate and 
necessary part of democratic politics, “even if they are critical of specific parties 
and express skepticism about parties in general.”34 

 
Party organization. More institutionalized party systems have parties that are well 
organized and have resources of their own. Party organization is “not 
subordinated to the interests of a few ambitious leaders.”35 

 
 Taken together, these four dimensions help us to assess where along the continuum of 
institutionalization a particular party system may fall. At the one extreme, highly 
institutionalized party systems score high on all four dimensions. At the other, weakly 
institutionalized (fluid) party systems fare poorly across all four dimensions. More specifically, 
fluid party systems have the following characteristics: (1) Instability in patterns of party 
competition. New political parties regularly enter the system, while existing parties exit. There is 
a high degree of electoral volatility—the fortunes of individual parties will vary greatly from 
election-to-election. (2) Political parties have weak party roots in society. Voters have few 
lasting attachments to particular parties and there are no enduring links between parties and 
interest groups. (3) Major actors accord very little legitimacy to the political parties or the 

                                                
30 Sartori, Parties and Party Systems: A Framework for Analysis. For critiques of this dichotomy, see Mainwaring 
and Torcal, “Party System Institutionalization and Party System Theory after the Third Wave of Democratization. 
31 Note one key difference between Sartori’s approach and that of Mainwaring and his co-authors is that while the 
former conceived of the variable as dichotomous, the latter view it as continuous. 
32 The concept and operation are further refined in Mainwaring, Rethinking Party Systems in the Third Wave of 
Democratization: The Case of Brazil, and Mainwaring and Torcal, “Party System Institutionalization and Party 
System Theory after the Third Wave of Democratization.. 
33 Mainwaring and Torcal, “Party System Institutionalization and Party System Theory after the Third Wave of 
Democratization, 7. 
34 Ibid. 
34 Ibid. 
35 Ibid. 
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electoral process. (4) Parties have very weak organization, as manifest by a lack of national 
scope, or the domination of the party by individual, charismatic leaders. 
 Where do the party systems of Thailand, Indonesia, and the Philippines fall along this 
continuum? In the remainder of this essay, I analyze these three party systems in light of the four 
dimensions of party system institutionalization. I argue that the Thai and Philippine party 
systems are by almost all indications weakly institutionalized. Ironically, while Indonesia’s party 
system is also weakly institutionalized, it is perhaps further down the road of institutionalization 
than either of its neighbors.  
 
The Pattern of Party Competition 
 
One measure of the extent to which there is stability in the pattern of interparty competition is 
the degree of electoral volatility. Electoral volatility refers to the degree to which there is 
variation in aggregate party vote shares from one election to another. Where there is a stable 
pattern of interparty competition, we expect to see the same sets of parties receiving consistent 
levels of support from election to election, reflected in a low volatility score (e.g., the Democrat 
and Republican parties in the United States). High levels of electoral volatility, on the other 
hand, reflect both instability in voters’ party preferences from election to election and elite- 
driven changes to the party system such as the creation of new parties, the death of existing 
parties, party switching, party mergers, and party splits.36  
 Electoral volatility is based on the net change in the vote shares of all parties from 
election to election. It is calculated by taking the sum of the net change in the percentage of votes 
gained or lost by each party from one election to the next, divided by two. (∑ |vit - vit+1|) / 2. A 
score of 100 signifies that the set of parties winning votes is completely different from one 
election to the next. A score of 0 means the same parties receive exactly the same percentage of 
votes across two different elections. The higher the volatility score the less stable the party 
system is. 
 The electoral volatility scores for Indonesia, the Philippines, and Thailand are listed 
below, together with the volatility scores of several other democracies for comparative purposes 
(see table 2). For Thailand, the volatility score is an average of the volatility scores for all nine 
Thai elections from 1983 to 2004. The sample is more limited for the Philippines, where the 
necessary election return data are available only for the 1992, 1995, and 1998 elections. The 
Indonesian score simply reflects the degree of volatility between Indonesia’s two post-Suharto 
elections in 1999 and 2004. Two things stand out in table 2. First, compared to much of the rest 
of democratizing Latin America and Asia, the party systems of Thailand, Indonesia, and the 
Philippines are much more fluid. The fortunes of the individual parties tend to vary greatly from 
election to election. In other words, the results of past elections by and large are not a good 
predictor of future election results—e.g., in the case of the Philippines, the result of a past 
election can be used to predict the result of the next election with less than 63 percent accuracy.  
 A second noteworthy fact evident in table 2 is Indonesia’s volatility score relative to that 
of the Philippines and that of Thailand. It is interesting and somewhat ironic that Indonesia, the 
youngest democracy in the region and a country with very little experience with democratic 
elections, thus far has a less fluid party system than Thailand and the Philippines, each of which 
has a substantial history of relatively free and fair elections. Indonesia’s electoral volatility score 
                                                
36 Scott Mainwaring and Edurne Zoco, “Historical Sequences and the Stabilization of Interparty Competition: 
Electoral Volatility in Old and New Democracies,” Party Politics 13, no. 2 (March 2007): 4. 
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of 28.5 is 19 percent lower than the volatility score in Thailand and 24 percent lower than the 
Philippines’ score.  
 

Table 2. Lower Chamber Electoral Volatility 
 

Country Time Span Average 
Volatility 

United States 1944-2002 3.3 
United Kingdom 1945-2001 6.8 
Greece 1974-2000 10.4 
Columbia 1958-2002 12.5 
Italy 1946-2001 15.1 
France 1951-2002 15.3 
Chile 1989-2001 16.7 
Brazil 1986-2002 21.8 
Mexico 1988-2000 22.7 
South Korea 1988-2000 24.6 
Argentina 1983-2001 25.1 
India 1951-1999 25.5 
Indonesia 1999-2004 28.5 
Venezuela 1958-2001 31.4 
Thailand 1983-2004 35.0 
Philippines 1992-1998 37.3 
Poland 1991-2001 46.6 
   

    
Sources: Author’s calculations. Mainwaring and Zoco 2007. Paige Johnson Tan, 
“Parties and Pestas: An Analysis of Indonesian Democratization after the 2004 
Elections through the Lens of Party System Institutionalization,” paper 
presented to the Association for Asian Studies Annual Meeting, Chicago, 
Illinois, April 2005. 

 
 The extended history of elections in Thailand and the Philippines allows us to examine 
changes over time in the pattern of competition. Some have argued that the voters’ ties to 
political parties develop gradually over time, bringing with them greater stability of electoral 
competition.37 If this is the case, we would expect electoral volatility to improve (decrease) over 
time in both Thailand and the Philippines. Figures 1 and 2 chart the changes in electoral 
volatility over time in Thailand and the Philippines. In neither country is a clear downward trend 
evident.38 In the Philippines, electoral volatility did decline steadily for the first few post-

                                                
37 Philip E. Converse, “Of Time and Stability,” Comparative Political Studies 2, no. 2 (1969): 139-171, and  
Stefano Bartolini and Peter Mair, Identity, Competition and Electoral Availability: The Stabilisation of European 
Electorates, 1885-1985 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1990). 
38 This is consistent with Mainwaring and Torcal’s argument that post-1978 democracies lack the 
conditions that would facilitate greater partisan identification and party system stability. See also, 
Robert J. Dalton, Ian McAllister, and Martin Wattenberg,  “The Consequences of Partisan Dealignment,”  in Parties 
without Partisans: Political Change in Advanced Industrial Democracies, eds. Robert J. Dalton and Martin 
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independence elections, but increased substantially in the two elections prior to martial law. 
Since democratic elections were returned to the Philippines in 1986, we have seen a much higher 
rate of electoral volatility than prior to martial law. This is indicative of the demise of the stable 
two-party system (which characterized premartial law elections) since the fall of Marcos.39 In 
Thailand, there is also scarce evidence of a greater stability to the pattern of interparty 
competition. Note the spike in electoral volatility in the 2001 election that occurred in the wake 
of the constitutional reforms, an economic crisis, and the formation of the new Thai Rak Thai 
party. An increase in electoral volatility after such events is not unusual. Unfortunately, the 
recent coup in Thailand deprives us of the opportunity to observe whether the improvement in 
party stability in the 2005 election was an anomaly or the beginning of a new pattern of lower 
volatility in the Thai party system. A hyphen must be placed after Pre in figure 1. I can’t do it. 
Done 
 

 
 
 

                                                                                                                                                       
Wattenberg  (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2000), 37–63. Dalton et. al. (2000). Need full citation. Not cited 
before. 
39 Allen Hicken, “Building Party Systems: Aggregation, Nationalization, and the Number of Parties in Developing 
Democracies,” unpublished book manuscript. 
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 Another indicator we can use to help assess the stability of party competition is the 
degree to which politicians switch parties from election to election. Here again, Indonesia ranks 
ahead of Thailand and the Philippines. Party switching has been a defining feature of the Thai 
and Philippine party systems. For example, just under half of the members of the Philippine 
House of Representatives switched parties between each of the three elections during the 1990s.40 
Similarly, an average of 38 percent of members of the Thai House of Representatives of the 
parliament switched parties prior to each election between 1983 and 1995.41 By comparison, 
party switching is a rare event in Indonesia, even after the opening of the party system after 
decades of circumscribed party competition.42 
 
Party-Society Links 
The electoral volatility figures discussed above also communicate something about the degree to 
which political parties in these countries are “rooted” in society. Where parties have strong roots 
in society, there tends to be stability to electoral competition. As Mainwaring and Torcal state: 

                                                
40 Hicken, “Parties, Pork and Policy: Policymaking in Developing Democracies,” and Yuko Kasuya, “Presidential 
Connection: Parties and Party Systems in thee Philippines,” paper presented at the Annual Meeting of the 
Association for Asian Studies, Chicago, March 23-25, 2001. 
41 Hicken, “Parties, Pork and Policy: Policymaking in Developing Democracies.” New restrictions on party 
switching introduced in 1997 made party switching more difficult. 
42 Paige Johnson Tan, “Party Rooting, Political Operators, and Instability in Indonesia: A Consideration of Party 
System Institutionalization in a Communally Charged Society,” paper presented to the Southern Political Science 
Association, New Orleans, Louisiana, January 10, 2004. In part, this is due to rules which allow parties to recall 
wayward legislators, including those who might switch parties. 
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If most citizens support the same party from one election to the next, there are 
fewer floating voters, hence less likelihood of massive electoral shifts that are 
reflected in high volatility. Conversely, where parties have weak roots in society, 
more voters are likely to shift electoral allegiances from one election to the next, 
thus bringing about greater potential for high electoral volatility.43 

 
The relatively high volatility scores for Thailand and the Philippines, then, reflect the weak links 
between political parties and societal actors in both countries. On the other hand, the lower 
volatility score in Indonesia suggests that parties there may be more rooted in society. 
 How else can we assess the strength of party-society links? One way is to look at voter 
attitudes and behavior toward parties. In all three countries, voters continue to exhibit weak ties 
to existing political parties. There are several indicators of this. In Indonesia, a poll prior to the 
2004 DPR election revealed that 58 percent of respondents were unable or unwilling to commit 
to a particular party in the upcoming election.44 An exit poll from the same election revealed that, 
on average, fewer than half of the voters who supported one of the seven largest parties in 1999 
voted for the same party in 2004.45  
 We can observe a similar inconsistency of partisan support by voters in Thai elections—
especially prior to the 1997 constitutional reforms. In pre-1997 elections, Thai voters possessed 
multiple votes and two primary options. They could cast all of their voters for different 
candidates from the same party or they could split their votes among candidates from different 
parties.46 Were it the case that Thai voters had strong loyalties to certain political parties, we 
would expect instances of split-ticket voting to be rare. In fact, however, most Thai voters 
elected to split their votes among more than one party when given the opportunity.47 
 Similarly, in the Philippines, voters frequently split their votes among candidates from 
different parties.48 Nowhere is this more evident than in the election of president and vice 
president. Filipino voters cast two separate votes, one for a presidential candidate and one for a 
vice-presidential candidate. These votes need not be for candidates from the same political party. 
Taking advantage of this rule, voters frequently split their votes between candidates from two 
different parties. As a result, both the 1992 and 1998 presidential elections returned a president 
and vice president from different political parties. In 1998, the vote shares of presidential and 
vice-presidential running mates differed by an average of 18.7 percentage points.49 We can also 
observe a difference in some elections between the percentage of votes a presidential candidate 
wins and the percentage won by his or her party in concurrent legislative elections. The largest 

                                                
43 Mainwaring and Torcal “Party System Institutionalization and Party System Theory after the Third Wave of 
Democratization,” 7. 
44 Asia Foundation, Democracy in Indonesia: A Survey of the Indonesian Electorate 2003 (Jakarta: Asia Foundation, 
2003), 98. 
45 Cited in Tan, “Party Rooting, Political Operators, and Instability in Indonesia: A Consideration of Party System 
Institutionalization in a Communally Charged Society.” See this paper for a discussion of interesting differences 
among parties regarding the extent of voter retention. 
46 They could also abstain from casting some or all of their votes. 
47 Hicken, “Parties, Pork and Policy: Policymaking in Developing Democracies.” 
48 Mahar Mangahas, “How the Voters Mix Their Candidates,” Social Weather Stations: Social Climate, April 1998, 
http://www.sws.org.ph/index.htm. 
49 The 2004 election returned a president and vice president from the same political party. Even so, the difference 
between the votes won by the president and vice president was nearly ten percentage points. 
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discrepancy occurred when President Estrada was elected with nearly 40 percent of the vote, 
while his party managed to secure only 26.7 percent of the vote in the legislative contest. 
 In Indonesia, the president and vice president run as a team, so it is not possible to 
compare their vote shares as a way to gauge the depth of partisan attachment. However, the 
discrepancy between the share of votes a presidential candidate receives and the share of votes 
that candidate’s party receives in proximate legislative elections is an alternative indication that 
firm party loyalties have yet to develop in Indonesia. If parties were well-rooted, we would 
expect these vote shares to be very similar. However, in the 2004 legislative and presidential 
elections, the difference between the votes for the eventual winner of the presidential contest, 
Susilo Bambang Yudhoyono (SBY), and SBY’s Partai Demokrat (PD) in the DPR elections was 
large. PD garnered only 7.45 percent of the votes in the DPR election, compared with a vote 
share of 33.6 percent for SBY in the first round of the presidential election.50 
 Another way to assess the extent to which political parties have strong roots in society is 
to look at the longevity of political parties. Although this certainly is not a perfect measure, it 
nevertheless seems reasonable that parties which survive to maturity are likely to have more 
stable roots in society.51 Assessed in this way, the party systems of Indonesia, Thailand, and the 
Philippines do not look very different. In all three, a small number of older,52 established parties 
exists along side a larger number of more recent parties. The presence of older parties acts to 
push the average age of the party system upward. Table 3 displays the combined average age of 
the three largest government parties (where applicable) and the largest opposition party in 2000.  
 

Table 3. Average Party Age 
 

Country Average Party 
Age 

United States 149 
United Kingdom 115 
Columbia 86 
France 45 
Mexico 33 
Indonesia 31 
Venezuela 30 
Thailand 27 
Greece 26 
South Korea 25 
Chile 22 
Philippines 22 
India 19 
Brazil 16 
Argentina 16 

                                                
50 Note that the discrepancy between SBY and the PD vote shares could also be fueled by the fact that SBY’s 
runningmate was Jusuf Kalla, former and now once again head of Golkar. Presumably some supporters of Golkar in 
the DPR election threw their support behind the SBY-Kalla ticket in the presidential election. 
51 Mainwaring and Scully, “Introduction,” Building Democratic Institutions: Party Systems in Latin America. 
52 For example, the Democrat and Chart Thai parties in Thailand, Golkar, PDIP, and PPP in Indonesia, and the 
Nationalist and Liberal parties in the Philippines.  
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Poland 10 
Italy 5 

 
Source: The data are taken from the Database of Political Institutions. See, 
Thorsten Beck, George Clarke, Alberto Groff, Philip Keefer and Patrick Walsh, 
"New Tools and Tests in Comparative Political Economy: The Database of 
Political Institutions," working paper, World Bank Development Research 
Group, 1999. 

 
 
 If we look beneath the surface of these numbers, however, it is clear that the party 
systems in these countries are much more fluid than it may first appear. Although some of the 
older parties continue to play roles in government or in the opposition, they nevertheless have 
seen their vote shares decline or fluctuate greatly over time (e.g., PDIP in Indonesia and the 
Nationalists in the Philippines). In addition, once we go beyond the handful of old parties carried 
over from earlier eras, the links between society and political parties appear much more tenuous. 
By way of illustration consider the Thai case. Of the forty-three parties that competed in at least 
one election between 1979 and 1996, only ten survived to compete in the 2001 election alongside 
more than twenty new parties. On average, these forty-three parties competed in fewer than three 
elections before disbanding. Almost half (twenty parties) competed in only one election. 
Likewise, in the Philippines, despite the continued existence of the Liberal and Nationalist 
parties, political parties generally remain temporary alliances of convenience. As one scholar 
notes: “Far from being stable, programmatic organizations, the country’s main political parties 
are nebulous entities that can be set up, merged with others, split, resurrected, regurgitated, 
reconstituted, renamed, repackaged, recycled or flushed down the toilet anytime.”53 
 Another indicator of party “rootedness” is the extent to which political parties are clearly 
associated with particular societal interests. Two questions are especially germane. To what 
extent do parties rely on different/distinct constituencies? Can we differentiate one party from 
another on the basis of its policy platform? Indonesia differs from Thailand and the Philippines 
in this regard. In both Thailand and the Philippines, the ties between parties and identifiable 
societal interests have traditionally been very weak. In both countries, parties are best seen as 
shallow alliances of locally-based and locally-focused politicians, rather than cohesive national 
political parties with distinct policy visions. In fact, what distinguishes these party systems is the 
enduring lack of national policy or ideological orientation.54 Party platforms are notable for their 
absence of distinctive ideological or national policy content. An extreme example occurred in the 
run-up to a recent election in the Philippines. Several different parties, including parties in both 
the government and opposition, ended up hiring the same group of consultants to write their 
party platforms. Because of the strong similarities across all of the platforms, the consultants 
adopted a simple rule to keep each distinct—use a different font for each.55 As this anecdote 
illustrates, the major differences among parties are not differences in whom they represent or 
over the direction of national policy. Consequently, elections are not battles among different 
ideologies or party programs but rather struggles among personalities for the control of 
government resources. 
                                                
53 Nathan Gilbert Quimpo, “Yellow Pad: Trapo Parties and Corruption,” BusinessWorld, October 10, 2005. 
54 The only exception to this is parties on the Left—which generally have performed poorly at the polls—and some 
new party list parties, each of which can capture a maximum of three seats in the House.  
55 Interview with consultant, July 2000. Anonymity requested. 
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 There are, of course, some exceptions to this pattern. Parties on the political Left in the 
Philippines as well as parties that run for party list seats tend to have clearer ties to identifiable 
constituencies and party platforms that are programmatically distinct. However, these parties 
have either performed poorly at the polls (in the case of the Left) or are constitutionally 
prohibited from having more than three seats in the House (in the case of party list parties). In 
Thailand, some have argued that it is possible to separate parties on the basis of the region they 
represent.56 Although it is true that parties have historically been based in a particular region, this 
has not typically translated into discernable policy differences. In addition, to the extent that 
political parties are “rooted” in particular regions, the root is not the party or its policies. Rather 
any link that exists is between supporters and individual politicians or political groups/factions 
(phuak).57 When these factions or individuals switch parties, their network of supporters follows. 
 The recent case of the Thai Rak Thai party represents perhaps another departure from this 
norm. Thai Rak Thai successfully established a reputation as a party with strong links to a 
particular set of voters—specifically, voters in provincial Thailand. The party actively cultivated 
these ties through promises and policies and, on the basis of overwhelming support from most of 
rural Thailand, handily won two elections and looked poised to win a third before the military 
coup in September 2006. Unfortunately, the coup has deprived us of the chance to assess the 
strength and depth of these ties over future elections—specifically, whether these ties went 
beyond voter attachment/loyalty to the party leader, Thaksin Shinawatra.  
 In Indonesia, there is some evidence that parties have stronger associations with 
particular regions and societal interests than in either Thailand or the Philippines. Two of the 
country’s oldest and largest parties are strongly rooted in particular regions. The PDI-P 
consistently draws most of its support from Java, while Golkar is primarily an off-Java party.58 
For other parties, however, the pattern of support is less obvious or the parties are still too young 
to enable us to make confident inferences. Regarding links with societal groups PDI-P tends to 
draw support from secular nationalists, while the PKB and PAN command the votes of many 
Muslim voters.59 Beyond this Dwight King has argued that the 1999 elections largely reproduced 
the religious, class, and regional voting patterns that were observed in Indonesia’s 1955 
election.60 In short, he finds that aliran endure in Indonesia and continue to act as a cue to voting 
decisions. However, Liddle and Mujani have challenged King’s findings on both theoretical and 
methodological grounds.61 They find voter’s attachment to local and national party leaders plays 
a much bigger part in shaping their decision than sociological variables. To the extent King is 
correct, Indonesia looks as though it may be further down the road of party “rootedness” than 
either Thailand or the Philippines (though perhaps not much further). If, on the other hand, 
Liddle and Mujani are correct, Indonesia does not look much different than Thailand and the 

                                                
56 The clearest example of this is the domination of Southern Thailand by the Democrat Party. 
57 See Michael H. Nelson,  “Analyzing Provincial Political Structures in Thailand: Phuak, Trakun, and Hua 
khanaen,” SEARC Working Paper Series, no. 79, 2005, Hong Kong, Southeast Asia Research Centre, City 
University of Hong Kong . The link between the South and the Democrat party is a partial exception. 
58 Tan 2004, This is 2004, not 2005. Is this the correct source? 
59 The PKB also appears to have significant roots in East Java. 
60  Dwight King, Half-Hearted Reform: Electoral Institutions and the Struggle for Democracy in Indonesia 
(Westport, CT: Praeger Publishers, 2003). 
61 R. William Liddle and Saiful Mujani, “Indonesia’s Approaching Elections: Politics, Islam, and Public Opinion,” 
Journal of Democracy 15, no. 1 (January 2004.): 109-123. 
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Philippines on this dimension. In all three cases, loyalty is primarily to an individual candidate 
rather than to a particular party, region, or social group. 
 
Views of Parties by Major Political Actors 
Perhaps the most telling indication about institutionalization is if there remains significant doubt 
about whether the major actors in the political process view political parties as a legitimate and 
necessary part of political life. As I discussed in the introduction, large majorities of Thais, 
Indonesians, and Filipinos express high levels of distrust in their countries’ political parties. As 
long as voters lack confidence in the motives and basic competence of political parties, we may 
justifiably question the degree to which party system institutionalization has occurred. 
Unfortunately, to the extent that survey data over time are available, it appears party reputations 
are at the very least not improving, and in some cases becoming worse.  
 There is also a question about whether other major power centers see party government 
as the only game in town. Ironically, it is the youngest democracy in our sample, Indonesia, 
which presently seems furthest removed from the threat of an extra-constitutional seizure of 
power. By contrast, military intervention and coup threats continue to be a prominent feature of 
Filipino politics. The defection of key military leaders after the 1986 election helped turn the 
tables in the standoff between Marcos and the People’s Power forces and to usher in a return to 
democratic government. Unfortunately, the military has never fully returned to the barracks. 
President Aquino faced numerous coup attempts and coup threats during her six-year tenure. The 
military again intervened in 2000 to resolve a standoff between democratically elected (though 
thoroughly corrupt) President Estrada and his opponents. Since then, rumors of coup plots and 
coup attempts have dogged the presidency of Estrada’s successor, Gloria Macapagal Arroyo. An 
alleged coup plot was used to justify the declaration of a state of emergency by the president in 
February 2006.  
 Of all the three countries, Thailand appeared, until recently, to have moved the furthest 
away from military involvement in politics. No coup had occurred since 1991 when the 
military’s short-lived stint in power ended badly for the armed forces. Despite other 
opportunities to intervene in the years since 1991, the military had steadfastly refused to involve 
itself in politics or to undermine the position of the country’s democratically elected politicians. 
Many of us believed that government change outside of elections was on its way to becoming a 
relic of Thailand’s past until the events of September 2006 disabused us of that notion.  
 
Party Organization 
Institutionalized party systems have parties that are well organized and have resources of their 
own. A key indicator of the strength of party organization is whether party organization is 
subordinated to the interests of a few ambitious leaders.62 In weakly institutionalized party 
systems, elections are driven primarily by personalized links between voters and candidates, 
effectively independent of any particular party. Parties, in other words, are primarily personal 
vehicles for ambitious politicians rather than stable, autonomous organizations. By this criterion, 
Thailand, Indonesia, and the Philippines all look weakly institutionalized. As a general rule, 
elections in all three countries are much more about personalities than party organization or party 
platforms. Indications of this include the surveys cited earlier about low links between voters and 
any single political party. Another indication in the Philippines and Indonesia is the discrepancy 
                                                
62 Mainwaring and Torcal, “Party System Institutionalization and Party System Theory after the Third Wave of 
Democratization.” 
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between the votes garnered by a president and the votes garnered by his or her party, discussed 
previously. Many political parties in these countries are first and foremost election vehicles for 
presidential aspirants. 
 In weakly institutionalized party systems, parties have precarious resources, anemic party 
organizations, and party members who are weak professionally. Here, again, this describes the 
state of affairs in our three Southeast Asian democracies. Political parties typically lack reliable 
sources of funding. Campaign contributions generally flow directly from the donor to candidate 
(or faction leader), totally bypassing the formal party organization.63 In part, this reflects the 
dearth of strong ties between political parties and particular societal groups that could serve as 
funding sources (e.g., unions, business associations, and so on). Party funding is often a direct 
function of the assets and popularity of the party’s leader. In none of these cases is there a 
substantial degree of official state funding for political parties—although in all three countries, 
parties in power do take significant advantage of government resources (through official and 
sometimes unofficial channels). The use of government patronage to build support is typically a 
substitute for party organization and institutionalization. Access to state resources for patronage 
enables politicians and parties to cobble together a winning constituency each election, while 
forgoing investment in the party label and grass-roots institutions.64 In addition, these patronage 
resources are often controlled by individuals rather than by party organizations. As a result, 
where party switching is common they tend to move with politicians from party to party. 
 In short, parties in these countries have yet to develop party organizations that “matter.” 
Parties remain centered around notable individuals and function almost solely as electoral 
vehicles. Parties are highly factionalized and noticeably devoid of any lasting organizational 
structure. In between elections, parties often hibernate, with very little in the way of ongoing 
connections to party “members.” For example, a 1997 study of ten Filipino parties found that, 
although every party considered mass member recruitment a top priority, none of the ten parties 
was able to produce a membership list, suggesting that “political party memberships…are as 
fluid as the party system itself.”65 Likewise, few Thai parties have a meaningful network of party 
branches. Where branches exist, these tend to be less party offices than campaign headquarters or 
constituency offices for members of parliament. The internal governance structure of parties is 
also notoriously weak. Members who deviate from the party line (when there is one) are rarely 
sanctioned.66  
 
Conclusion 
 
The story that unfolds in the three party systems is one of, at best, weak party system 
institutionalization. Perhaps this should not be surprising in Indonesia, given that it is a relatively 
young democracy with only two legislative and one presidential election under its belt. The lack 
of institutionalization is somewhat more worrying for Thailand and the Philippines, both of 
which have enjoyed sustained periods of generally free and fair elections. Ironically, along some 
dimensions, Indonesia actually looks more institutionalized than either of its neighbors. 

                                                
63 See Clarita R. Carlos, Dynamics of Political Parties in the Philippines (Makati: Konrad Adenauer Foundation, 
1997) for discussion of this in the Philippines. 
64 Allen Hicken, “How Effective are Institutional Reforms?” in Democracy for Sale: The Causes, Consequences, 
and Reform of Vote Buying, ed. Frederic C. Schaffer (Boulder: Lynne Rienner, forthcoming). 
65 Carlos, Dynamics of Political Parties in the Philippines, 220. 
66 The Thai Rak Thai party was a partial exception.  
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Specifically, party ties to societal/communal groups appear stronger in Indonesia and the specter 
of military intervention seems, at the moment at least, further away. Still, on other important 
dimensions of party institutionalization, the Indonesian party system remains weakly 
institutionalized.67  
 While the lack of institutionalization is lamentable, it is not altogether unexpected. 
Voters, parties, and party systems in most third-wave democracies are qualitatively different 
from those in advanced industrial democracies.68 In developing democracies, the degree of 
stability to interparty competition is systematically less than in developed democracies. 69 
Likewise, the programmatic or ideological ties between parties and voters in the post-1978 
democracies tend to be weak. Instead, personal links tend to carry the most weight for voters. 
Two questions are suggested by this observed pattern. First, why does this difference exist? 
Second, does it matter? Scholars are just now beginning to grapple with these questions in a 
serious and systematic way. What I offer, here, are some preliminary hypotheses drawn from 
Southeast Asian cases, which suggest opportunities for further research. Since whether we care 
about the first question is largely dependent on how we answer the second, let me start with how 
institutionalization might “matter.” 
 To begin where party institutionalization is low, the combination of disillusionment with 
the extant system and weak party loyalties seems to provide opportunities for anti-system/anti-
party politicians to rise to power.70 Specifically, a high degree of party turnover, low barriers to 
entry, weak links between voters and political parties, and high levels of voter dissatisfaction in 
weakly institutionalized systems open the door for anti-system/anti-party politicians. Maverick 
politicians have risen to power in all three of the cases examined here—from Thaksin in 
Thailand, to SBY in Indonesia, to Marcos in the Philippines. In some cases, these politicians 
have been reformers with agendas in harmony (or at least not in direct conflict) with democratic 
norms and institutions. This seems to be the case with SBY in Indonesia, for example. In other 
cases, however, charismatic anti-party/anti-establishment individuals have undermined 
democratic norms and institutions. Marcos and Thaksin in Southeast Asia along with President 
Alberto Fujimori in Peru and Vladamir Putin in Russia are examples.  
 The weaknesses in the Filipino system certainly played a role in Ferdinand Marcos’s rise 
to power. Specifically, when Marcos failed to secure the presidential nomination from the 
Liberal Party, he was able to easily switch parties without a cost and to run as the head of the 
Nacionalista ticket.71 We could tell a very similar story about the rise of Thaksin in Thailand. 
The lack of strong party loyalties enabled Thaksin to quickly build his electoral machine by 
attracting both strong candidates as well as voters to the party. Once in power, both leaders took 
actions that greatly centralized political authority and ultimately undermined democratic 
institutions.  
 In short, where the party system is weakly institutionalized, the fluidity of the party 
system offers opportunities for individuals from outside of the existing party system to win office 
and subsequently to centralize power. What is more, the underperformance of democratic 
                                                
67 Tan argues that the uneven pattern of institutionalized manifest so far may hinder the progress toward further 
institutionalization and ultimately democratic consolidation. See Tan, “Party Rooting, Political Operators, and 
Instability in Indonesia: A Consideration of Party System Institutionalization in a Communally Charged Society. 
68 Mainwaring and Torcal, “Party System Institutionalization and Party System Theory after the Third Wave of 
Democratization.”  
69 Ibid. 
70 Ibid. 
71 Although in this case party volatility was deceptively low. 
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government in weakly institutionalized party systems can generate a demand for “stronger” 
leadership. Why, though, might we expect democratic governance to suffer in weakly 
institutionalized party systems?  
 In part, the answer to this question is that weak institutionalization can undermine the 
ability of the electorate to hold politicians individually and collectively accountable. 72 
Specifically, weak institutionalization can undermine accountability in two ways. First, in order 
to hold politicians accountable, voters have to be able to identify who deserves blame (or credit) 
for particular outcomes. This is more than just a concern about whether political parties are 
clearly identified with a distinct ideology or policy stance.73 Instead, the issue is whether political 
parties have distinct collective identities. When parties are short-lived electoral alliances, when 
“personalism” trumps party label, when party switching is rampant, as is the case in Thailand, 
the Philippines, and to lesser extent, Indonesia, it is more difficult to identify whom to blame or 
credit for particular outcomes.  
 Second, weak institutionalization makes it difficult to inflict electoral punishment when 
government performance is lacking. The collective actor in weakly institutionalized party 
systems is ephemeral. If its electoral fortunes look bleak, it is likely to disappear and its 
constituent parts to be reconstituted in new or existing parties. This accountability deficit is most 
dire in Thailand and the Philippines, with their historically rampant party switching and 
accelerated party life cycles. In the Philippines, for example, the reality of local support networks 
tied to specific incumbents (rather than to the party) combined with the ability to easily switch 
parties before or after the election mean Filipino incumbents are relatively immune to the kind of 
collective accountability visited on Republicans in the 2006 mid-term elections in the United 
States. Likewise, in Thailand, factions that were prominent in Thai governments brought down 
by corruption or incompetence simply switched parties and retuned to power as part of that new 
party.74 
 Let me return now to the question of why some party systems are more institutionalized 
than others. One approach to explaining the divergence between the party systems in early and 
later democracies is to focus on the timing of elections and party formation vis-à-vis the 
expansion of suffrage and citizenship. In early democracies, political parties played a lead role in 
incorporating new citizens into the political system and pushing for an expansion of suffrage and 
other rights for those citizens.75 This forged strong links between parties and the citizens they 
helped to mobilize. By contrast, in later democracies, the switch to competitive elections and 
new party formation was preceded by, or occurred in conjunction with, the adoption of universal 

                                                
72 Mainwaring and Torcal, “Party System Institutionalization and Party System Theory after the Third Wave of 
Democratization.”  
73 Distance between parties on a particular policy dimension is neither a necessary nor sufficient condition for 
accountability. 
74 It is worth exploring whether the degree of institutionalizaton affects policymaking processes and outcomes. For 
example, we might hypothesize that the degree of party system institutionalization affects the constituencies to 
whom politicians respond and, as a result, the kinds of goods they provide. Institutionalization might also affect the 
nature of bargaining that goes on within the legislature and between the legislative and the executive branches. It 
would be worth exploring, for example, whether interparty cartels are more (or less) likely to emerge in an 
environment of weak institutionalization. 
75 Mainwaring and Zoco, “Historical Sequences and the Stabilization of Interparty Competition: Electoral Volatility 
in Old and New Democracies,” and Josep M. Colomer, Political Institutions: Democracy and Social Choice (New 
York: Oxford University Press, 2001). 
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suffrage. As a result, the kinds of links and networks that characterized early democractizers 
never developed.76  
 It is also worth considering whether, controlling for other factors, political institutions 
affect the way in which institutionalization unfolds. This question is crucial. If we believe that 
party system institutionalization has important consequences for democratic stability and 
effectiveness, it would be nice to know whether anything we do as institutional designers can 
affect the way the party system develops. Indeed, manipulating institutions, as hard and uncertain 
as that is to do in practice, may be the only option available, given that we cannot undo the 
sequence of historical events, speed up the passage of time, or rapidly change cultural attitudes 
or social networks.  
 We might begin with looking at the configuration of power at the national level of 
government. Some authors have hypothesized, for example, that presidentialism hinders the 
emergence of strong, cohesive parties, 77  and it is possible it might do the same for 
institutionalization. This case certainly has been made in relation to the Philippines.78 However, 
evidence from studies of cross-country differences on some dimensions of institutionalization 
(i.e., volatility) has not revealed a significant empirical connection between presidentialism and 
institutionalization.79 However, what about other institutions? 
 We can imagine different ways in which electoral rules might affect institutionalization. 
On the one hand, permissive rules, such as proportional representation with large district 
magnitude, are more likely to produce a greater correspondence between party positions and 
voter preferences than are restrictive electoral rules. If we assume that a voter’s propensity to 
develop an attachment to a particular party is some function of the distance between the voter’s 
ideal point and what he or she perceives as a party’s position, permissive rules should be more 
likely to produce party systems with strong voter-party links. This perhaps bodes well for the 
future of voter-party links in Indonesia, while suggesting that the development of strong ties in 
the Philippines is unlikely. On the other hand, we also know that permissive electoral systems 
tend to produce a large number of parties and that party fragmentation is associated with higher 
electoral volatility, something also evident in post-Suharto Indonesia.  
 These are just two examples. There are a variety of other institutions/institutional reforms 
that we could talk about (e.g., trying to use a two-tier system to encourage parties with strong ties 

                                                
76 An explanation that focuses on the role of political parties in independence struggles rests on a similar logic. 
Mainwaring and Zoco also hypothesize that, in later democracies, televised campaigns serve as less costly 
substitutes for grass-roots party building. See Mainwaring and Zoco, “Historical Sequences and the Stabilization of 
Interparty Competition: Electoral Volatility in Old and New Democracies.”  
77 Arend Lijphart, Ronald Rogowski, and Kent Weaver, “Separation of Powers and Cleavage Management,” in Do 
Institutions Matter: Government in the United States and Abroad, ed. R. Kent Weaver and Bert A. Rockman 
(Washington, DC: Brookings Institution, 1993), 322. 
78 See, for example, Jean Grossholtz, Politics in the Philippines: A Country Study (Boston: Little, Brown and 
Company, 1964), and David Wurfel, Filipino Politics: Development and Decay (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 
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to societal groups (Philippines); or regulations setting minimal requirements for party 
membership and party branches (Indonesia and Thailand)). Trying to manipulate the party 
system through institutional reform, however, is tricky business. Experience suggests that 
unintended consequences are more the rule than the exception, and Thailand’s recent experience 
is exhibit A. Thus, before proceeding to prescription, much more work needs to be done to tease 
out the varied effects of political institutions on party system institutionalization.  


